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Abstract 

Carrier induced defect creation at semiconductor-oxide interface has been known 

as the origin of electronic device degradation for a long time, but how exactly the 

interface lattice can be damaged by carriers (especially low-energy ones) remains 

unclear. Here we carry out real-time time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) 

simulations on concrete Si/SiO2 interfaces to study the interaction between excited 

electrons and interface bonds. We show that the normal interface Si-H bonds are 

generally resistant to electrons due to the delocalized nature and high energy level of 

the Si-H anti-bonding states, and due to the high energy barrier to break the Si-H bond. 

However, if an additional hydrogen atom exists around by attaching to a nearby oxygen 

atom (forming a “Si-H···H-O” complex), the Si-H bond will be greatly weakened, 

including the reduction of energy barrier for bond breaking, and the lowering of anti-

bonding states energy level which favors electron injection. Together with the multiple 

vibrational excitation process, the corresponding Si-H bond can be broken much more 

easily. Thus we propose that the “Si-H···H-O” complex will be the center for defect 

creation and device degradation. We also explain why such a center might be relatively 

easy to form during the hydrogen annealing process.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogens (H) have been introduced to silicon-based semiconductor devices 

intentionally with the mission to terminate dangling bonds, remove gap states, and relax 

surface strains. However, hydrogen treatment does not provide a permanent solution 

due to the breaking of the Si-H bonds during device operation, which brings the charge 

trapping centers back and causes device degradations [1-4]. The desire to solve such 

device reliability issues has been driving people to study Si-H bond stability and 

kinetics for decades [5-14]. In another area, the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 

study of hydrogen desorption from Si surface has also promoted the study of Si-H bond 

dissociation for many years [15-19].  

The bond breaking phenomenon in devices was used to be attributed to the high-

energy (hot) of the channel carriers, but question and controversy arose after failing to 

solve the problem by reducing the operation voltage to as low as ~1eV in ultra-scaled 

MOSFETs [20-22]. It was then realized that the low-energy (cold) carriers could also 

damage the semiconductor-oxide interface in some unknown way. The prevailing 

explanation of the phenomenon is twofold. One is that the electron-electron scattering 

(EES) effect can populate the high-energy fraction of the carrier ensemble [23-25], and 

the other is that even low-energy electrons can excite the Si-H bond vibration (through 

multiple vibrational excitation, MVE) until the bond accumulates enough energy to 

dissociate [15,26-30]. The MVE mechanism was proposed during investigations on 

hydrogen desorption from Si surface, but was also recognized as the mechanism for Si-

H bond breaking in MOSFETs following some experimental observations, e.g. the 

dependence of interface trap generation on current (electron) density and the significant 

hydrogen/deuterium isotope effect [26,27]. Nevertheless, these Si-H bond breaking 

mechanisms are still rough ideas that are deemed to be “speculative” [31] and “more 

work is needed to understand it” [32] very recently. Investigation and explanation of 

them at atomic level are essential so that correct analytical frameworks for defect 

creation can be developed, and possible solutions could be proposed accordingly. On 

top of this, it has been tacitly accepted that the Si-H bond breaking is the whole picture 

of carrier induced interface defect creation [30-32], but whether Si-O bonds can also be 

broken by low-energy carriers has not been revealed. In short, the physical origin of 

defect creation at semiconductor-oxide interface is far from understood. A deep insight 

into the interaction between non-equilibrium carriers and Si-H (Si-O) bonds in 
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semiconductor-oxide interfaces, and the subsequent guidance to keep the bonds from 

breaking is in urgent need as the modern electronic devices getting smaller and the 

degradation becomes a major issue.  

The challenge of studying defect creation is huge because it is a dynamical process 

that involves both electron excitation and electron-phonon interaction, and 

simultaneously depends on the atomic environment of the interfaces. Therefore, we 

propose to use the ab initio time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) 

approach, which can take all the factors mentioned above, to study the carrier induced 

defect creation at Si/SiO2 interfaces. By doing this, we demonstrate how the low-energy 

electrons can transfer energy to the Si-H bonds through multiple electron-bond 

interactions, but at the same time how difficult the process is. On the other hand, we 

reveal how the nearby H atom can assist cold carriers to break not only the Si-H bond 

but also the Si-O bond. These results provide new understanding on the defect creation 

issue in semiconductor devices. 

II. SIMULATION DETAILS 

The basic idea of TDDFT is to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation: 

 ( )
( ) ( )i
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                  (1) 

where the right hand side three terms are kinetic energy, electron-electron interaction, 

and external potential, respectively. The zero-time wave functions are obtained by static 

self-consistent field (SCF) calculations on the initial system. After that, their 

occupations at t=0 are selectively changed to mimic certain instantaneous electron 

excitation. After that, the electron states will evolve with time following Eq. (1) while 

the nuclear positions Rj(t) will evolve with time following the Newton’s second law: 

2 2( ) / ( )j j jM d R t dt F t                        (2) 

in which Mj is the mass of atom j, and Fj is the ab initio force from the TDDFT 

calculation. In our approach [33,34], to integrate Eq. (1), the ψi(t) will be expanded with 

the basis of the adiabatic eigenstates ϕl(t): 

, ( )( )= ( )i lli l
C tt t                          (3) 

 , ( ), ( ) ( )= ( )j ll l
t R t tH t t                        (4) 

Plugging Eq. (3) and (4) into Eq. (1) gives the coefficients:  
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, , ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i l i l i k lkkl
C t i t C t C t V t                   (5) 

where ( ) ( )| ( ) /lk l kV t t t t     is the coupling between adiabatic states l and k.  

In this work, the TDDFT implemented in the PWmat package optimized on GPU 

architecture is used [35,36]. All the calculations are carried out with SG15 norm-

conserving pseudopotentials [37] and a cut-off energy of 50 Ry. The temperature is set 

to 300K. Three kinds of models have been studied. The first model is a Si4H10 cluster 

that isolated in a box of 15Å×15Å×15Å. The second model is a crystalline-

Si/amorphous-SiO2 planar interface structure with 154 atoms and a supercell of 

11.52Å×11.52Å ×24.24Å. The third model is a crystalline-Si/amorphous-SiO2 gate-all-

around (GAA) structure, which contains 577 atoms, and the supercell is relaxed as 

24.86 Å×28.53Å ×11.65Å. Such a GAA model contains more local motifs at the 

interface than the planar one, and thus can better reflect the complicated interface in 

real devices. All the models are designed to be fully periodic so that there is no need to 

passivate the dangling bonds at the two sides of models by a lot of H atoms, whose 

electronic states could degenerate with that of the interface H atom, and consequently 

influence the study on the interface Si-H bonds. The amorphous SiO2 in each model is 

obtained by the Monte-Carlo Bond-Switching method, which has been reported to be 

excellent in producing amorphous SiO2 and yielding correct Si/SiO2 band alignment 

[38]. At every step of the Bond-Switching simulation, two neighboring bonds (e.g. AC 

and BD) are randomly selected and broken, and then two new bonds (e.g. BC and AD) 

are formed in a valence bond model. The system with these new bonds will experience 

a structural relaxation, and whether the new structure will be accepted is decided by the 

Metropolis probability ) /min 1,exp(( )i BfP E E k T 
 

   , where Ei and Ef is the 

energy before and after bond switching, respectively. To make the structure fully 

amorphous, the system is put into a very high temperature (e.g. 10000K) at the 

beginning, and the first 250 steps are forced to accept. The total-step is set to be 

~260000 with decreasing temperatures. Considering the large size of these supercells, 

the GGA-PBE functional is adopted and only the Gamma point is sampled during the 

DFT simulations. To be prudent, HSE functional has also been used to repeat the SCF 

calculations on the Si/SiO2 interface, and accordant results are obtained (See Fig. S1 in 

the Supplemental Material [39]). 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Typical Si-H electronic states and bond dynamics. 

Before dealing with large Si/SiO2 interfaces, we first like to take a look at a small 

Si4H10 cluster, whose top Si-H bond has a similar environment with that in the Si/SiO2 

interface. The electronic structure of the Si-H bond is analyzed by the partial density of 

states (PDOS) and the wave function plot of each state. As shown in Fig. 1(a), there are 

two typical Si-H bonding states (4th and 11th) and two anti-bonding (AB) states (14th 

and 20th). The two occupied bonding states both have a wave function bulb at the Si-

H bond while the two empty AB states (Upper and Lower) differ greatly with each other 

in the wave function shape. Such characteristic will be mentioned again in the Si/SiO2 

interface case. With these Si-H states identified, we can simulate the effect of electron 

excitation on Si-H bond vibration with TDDFT. The Si-H bond vibration at the ground 

state (black line) is shown in Fig.1 (b), from which we can see that the stretching 

vibration is nearly harmonic with an amplitude of ~0.036 Å and a periodicity of ~15.9 

fs, which is in good agreement with experimental values on Si surface [40]. When an 

electron is excited from the bonding state (11th) to the lower AB state (14th) at 12 fs, a 

repulsive force as large as 2.1 eV/Å is imposed on the H atom, and consequently the 

Si-H bond breaks rapidly without delay. It is worth to mention that the Si-H bond will 

not break (Blue line) if only one electron is injected to the AB state, indicating that a 

single electron injection has a much smaller effect than the electron excitation, where 

besides the electron at the antibonding state, there is also a hole in the bonding state.  

 

FIG. 1. (a) The partial DOS of the top H atom in a Si4H10 molecule, and the wave function of each 

Si-H state. (b) The vibration of the Si-H bond at ground state (Black), after electron injection (Blue), 

and after electron excitation (Red). The inset shows the large force caused by electron excitation. 
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B. Mutation of Si-H states and bond dynamics in Si/SiO2 interface. 

Following the same procedure, we study the Si-H states in a Si/SiO2 interface, 

which is the key component of modern semiconductor devices. However, different from 

the case of Si4H10 cluster, the PDOS of the H atom at Si/SiO2 interface shows a broad 

distribution within a wide range of energies rather than isolated peaks, as shown in Fig. 

2(a). This indicates that the Si-H states are no longer localized. The wave functions of 

the states that correspond to the main PDOS peaks confirm this picture, as shown in 

Fig. 2(b) and (c). It can be seen that the Si-H states have been strongly mixed with some 

bulk Si states. Since the Si-H states are delocalized, they are not able to trap carriers 

like typical defects do [41-44]. This is a merit of H passivation, i.e. destroy the localized 

defect states in band gaps. Moreover, it is seen from Fig. 2(a) that the energy difference 

between the main occupied Si-H states and the empty states is more than 5 eV, which 

means that the electron excitation from Si-H bonding states to Si-H AB states is unlikely 

in an ultra-scaled MOSFET. Note, although the Si-H states will move towards the band 

edge with increasing bond length, the magnitude is rather small (See Fig. S2 of the 

Supplemental Material [39]), which will not change the high energy position problem. 

Therefore, it should only be the transfer of free channel electrons to the empty Si-H 

states that causes Si-H bond breaking and hot/cold carrier degradation. To explore this 

possibility, we first ask the question: is there a correlation of these mixed Si-H states 

with the localized ones shown in Si4H10 cluster, given that their local Si-H bonding 

environments look similar? More importantly, how will the Si-H bond vibration behave 

when these mixed states are excited with electrons?  

 
FIG. 2. (a) The PDOS of the H atom at Si/SiO2 interface. (b) and (c) The wave function of the two 

Si-H states that correspond to the PDOS peaks. (d) and (e) The decoupled Si-H states obtained by 

superposition of the eigenstates within Range 1 and Range 2. 
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Considering that the mixed states could come from the coupling of Si-H states with 

some bulk Si states, it makes sense to find a way to decouple them back, i.e. by mixing 

the eigenstates φi(r) together: 

Φ( ) ( )i ii
r C r                         (6) 

The coefficients Ci can be obtained by requiring Φ(r) to be localized around the Si-H 

bond. Inspired by the basic idea of constrained DFT [45], we utilize a local weight 

function (ωc(r)) that obtained by Becke partitioning scheme, and construct the following 

Lagrange function:  

2
2L= ( ) Φ( ) ( 1)c ii

r r dr C                    (7) 

in which λ is the Lagrange multiplier, and the second term is to ensure the normalization 

of the coefficients. Consequently, λ and Ci can be obtained by solving the following 

eigen state equation: 

( ) ( ) ( )c i j j ir r r dr C C                       (8) 

The eigen vector Ci that corresponds to the largest eigen value λ is plugged into Eq. (6) 

to generate the decovoluted Si-H state. The results are shown in Fig. 2(d) and (e). It is 

seen that the superposition of the lower (blue) and higher (red) range of eigenstates 

produces a “Lower” and “Upper” state that is nearly the same as to the two AB states 

in Si4H10, as shown in Fig. 1. These results prove that the spread-out mixed states at the 

Si/SiO2 interface indeed originate from the coupling of typical Si-H AB states and the 

bulk Si host states.  

Now that the mutation of Si-H states on the Si/SiO2 interface has been understood, 

we can check the effect of electron injection on the Si-H bond vibration. First, to see 

whether electrons can stay at a non-adiabatic localized Si-H state to induce Si-H 

dissociation, we have developed an approach in the PWmat code to put an excited 

electron to the non-adiabatic state that shown in Fig. 2(d) and to do the subsequent 

TDDFT simulation. The approach can be summarized as five steps: (1) Construct the 

non-adiabatic localized Si-H state by combining a range of adiabatic eigenstates 

following Eq. (6)~(8). (2) Orthogonalizing all the other eigenstates to this localized 

state, and use them all (denote as { j   ) as the input of the subsequent TDDFT 

simulation. (3) The occupation of the non-adiabatic state is set to be half-occupied (one 

electron). (4) Generate the initial charge density by using { j  and the occupation of 
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each state. (5) Start the TDDFT simulation, and the { j   will evolve with time and can 

be traced by Eq. (3). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3, and it is found that the 

localized state evolves into a delocalized one quickly within 2 fs with majority of the 

wave function amplitudes in the bulk Si. This is understandable since the localized state 

is not an eigenstate, and there are strong couplings of this state to other states in the 

bulk Si. Thus, even if one electron can be initially excited to a localized non-adiabatic 

states, it will not induce any Si-H dissociation.  

 

FIG. 3. The evolution of the localized non-adiabatic Si-H state after electron injection. 

We next try to excite electrons into the most important eigenstates. Here, to 

maximize the effect of electrons on the Si-H bond and to represent the MVE, we choose 

to inject one electron to the 422th state that corresponds to the largest PDOS peak and 

simultaneously another two electrons to occupy two states nearby. This represents an 

in-phase injection between different electrons. One alternative approach is to inject 

three electrons consecutively within the life time of the phonon mode. Since the Si-H 

bond is always vibrating, we decide to choose two extreme time moments to illustrate 

the time coincidental effects (the phase coherence effect), i.e. when the Si-H bond is 

shortest and when it is longest. As seen in Fig. 4(a), the electron injection at minimum 

bond length will enhance the repulsive force between the Si and H atom, and thus the 

Si-H bond vibration becomes larger in amplitude, which is consistent with the energy 

accumulation picture of MVE mechanism. Moreover, it can be seen that the enhanced 

Si-H vibration can last throughout the simulation, which supports the claim that the Si-

H phonon lifetime is long (1ns~1.5ns) due to the discrepancy between Si-H stretching 

frequency and highest bulk Si phonon frequency [31,46]. The temporary decay of 

vibration shown in Fig. 4(a) around 150 fs is caused by the energy transfer between the 

(a) 0.0fs (b) 0.1fs (c) 1.0fs (d) 1.6fs 
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stretching mode and bending mode. 

 

FIG. 4. The Si-H bond dynamics at the Si/SiO2 interface. Electrons are injected to the Si-H states at 

(a) 35fs, when the Si-H bond is at its minimum length; (b) 58fs, when the bond at maximum length. 

The left inset in each subfigure is the force change caused by electrons, and the right inset is a 

schematic explanation for the phase-coherent and phase-incoherent interaction. 

The about discussion shows it is impossible to break the Si-H bond by a single 

electron injection, thus the MVE would be necessary. However, it might still be 

challenging for the MVE to break a standalone Si-H bond. First, the efficiency of energy 

transfer between electrons and Si-H bond is very low. If we treat the Si-H bond 

stretching vibration as completely harmonic, we can calculate the classical potential 

energy of the oscillator by using E=1/2 mω2A2, in which m is the mass of H atom, and 

the ω and the amplitude A can be extracted from TDDFT simulation (Fig. 4). The 

estimation shows that the original energy is 0.011 eV (A=D0/2), roughly corresponds 

to ½kT at room temperature, and it increases to 0.029 eV (A=D1/2) after electron 

injection. In other words, the energy obtained by the bond is only 0.018 eV, which is 

rather small compared to the Si-H bond breaking barrier, i.e. ~3.6 eV for stretching 

break and ~2.8 eV for bending break [14]. This is easy to understand since the Si-H 

states are strongly coupled with bulk Si states that large amount of electrons’ energy is 

given to the bulk Si instead of the local Si-H bond. The limited effect of electron 

0.80eV/Å0.61eV/Å

(a) Electron injection at minimum bond length (R0min )

D0

D1

-0.29eV/Å

-0.55eV/Å

(b) Electron injection at maximum bond length (R0max )
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injection on Si-H bond vibration has also been observed in the dynamic simulation on 

Si slabs [12]. Second, the injected electrons could also suppress the Si-H vibration, 

instead of increase it, as seen in Fig. 4(b), depending on the phase of oscillation at the 

moment of electron injection. This is because the occupation of Si-H empty states can 

only induce repulsive forces to the H atom, and thus it will attenuate the attractive force 

between H and Si when the two atoms are at their maximum distance. This can also be 

understood classically from the energy surface change of the Si-H bond, as shown in 

the inset of Fig. 4. Here, we consider the electron injection as an instantaneous event. 

After the injection, the energy surface changes from the black curve to the red (Fig.4(a)) 

and blue (Fig.4(b)) curves. As we can see, in Fig.4(a), the system increases the classical 

potential energy, while in Fig.4(b), the system loses the classical potential energy after 

the injection. This is just a real-time and classical version of the Fermi-golden rule. In 

the quantum mechanical Fermi-golden rule, after the transition, the system can gain one 

phonon like in Fig.4(a), or lose one phonon like in Fig.4(b). All these makes the 

breaking of Si-H bonds extremely challenging, even under the MVE process, which 

requires an accumulation of many electron injections with the right phase factor (the 

energy enhanced phase), within the phonon life time of 1~1.5 ns [31].  

C. Assistant effect of nearby H atom on Si-H bond breaking. 

Given the aforementioned difficulties to break one standalone Si-H bond, it is 

natural to wonder whether there are some other structure motifs which is easier to be 

broken during the device operation. For example, it has been suggested in 2000 that the 

“Si-OH H-Si” complex inside SiO2 could be important to the Si-H bond breaking [13]. 

For this purpose, we have built multiple possible structures, from which five are shown 

in Fig. 5(a). The binding energy of H atoms in them follows a1> a5> a2> a3> a4 order. 

First, it is found that the two kinds of neighboring Si-H bonds (a1 and a2) are still too 

stable. The two H atoms prefer to stay far away from each other (3.30 Å at a1 and 2.06 

Å at a2) perhaps due to their negatively charged nature. Second, a free H atom (a3) or a 

H atom attached to a 4-coordinated Si (a4) near the Si-H bond are unstable in the ground 

state, and they can destroy the Si-H bond without the help of excited electrons. This 

process should be an important origin of defect creation, but it is not the origin of typical 

hot (cold) carrier degradation, which happens locally near the drain side and caused by 

energetic carriers. In contrast, if one H atom is attached to an O atom (a5) near the Si-
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H bond, which forms a “Si-H···H-O” complex, the structure will be stable in the 

electron ground state, and at the same time the two H atoms are close to each other 

(1.75 Å) for possible reaction. With the participation of the additional H atom, the 

barrier of the two H atoms to form a H2 and induce Si-H bond breaking is found to be 

only 1.17 eV, as shown in Fig. 5(b), and the barrier reduces further after electron 

injection. Also importantly, as seen in Fig. 5(c), the energy of the unoccupied Si-H states 

goes down greatly as the two H atoms approach each other (see Fig. S3 in the 

Supplemental Material [39] for the wave functions), which tremendously benefits the 

low-energy channel electrons to resonantly tunnel to these states and interact with the 

Si-H bond. All these structural and electronics properties indicate the important role of 

surrounding H atoms in Si-H bond breaking.  

 

FIG. 5. (a) The precursors that could facilitate Si-H bond breaking. (b) The reaction barrier of the 

precursor with “Si-H···H-O” complex. (c) Energy decrease of the Si-H states when the two H atoms 

approach each other. 

It is worth to mention that the thermal barrier for Si-H bond breaking was 

experimentally estimated by the simple thermal (ST) scheme [5] and generalized simple 

thermal (GST) scheme [9] by using the electron-spin resonance (ESR) technique. The 

schemes assume that the Si-H bond breaking rate can be expressed by the function of a 

single-value activation energy (thermal barrier), and the barrier is fitted to be 2.5-2.8eV, 

which seems to contradict our simulation results. However, there are a few factors 

which make it impossible to rule out our hypothesis. First, our neutral system 

calculation for the barrier of “Si-H···H-O” is based on the fact there is an electron in 

CBM, which is taken by the reactant after the reaction. On the other hand, the above 

experiments are done with p-type material, where there is no such electron. So, in order 

for “Si-H···H-O” to break thermally, one has to first excite one electron from VBM to 
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CBM (1.13 eV energy), then overcome the NEB barrier of 1.17 eV as we calculated. 

So, the total barrier will be 2.3 eV, which is not so far away from the experimental value. 

Second, indeed the simple Si-H center barrier (2.8 eV-3.6 eV [14]) might well be the 

one measured by the ESR experiment, but this does not prove that the device 

degradation center (which is broken by channel electrons) is this thermally broken 

center. For example, it might be possible, in the device considered, there are many 

simple Si-H centers, but only a small percentage of “Si-H…H-O” centers, as a result 

the ESR is not sensitive enough to probe that center in the thermal experiment. 

 

FIG. 6. The carrier induced Si-H bond breaking and H2 formation in two different “Si-H···H-O” 

configurations. The additional H atom bonds with an O atom (a) at the exact Si-SiO2 interface and 

(b) inside the amorphous oxide. 

 

With these pre-analysis, a demonstration using TDDFT for the dynamic process is 

imperative. To make it more general, we construct two different configurations that 

both belong to the “Si-H···H-O” complex category. In the first configuration, the 

additional H atom attaches itself to an O atom at exactly the Si-SiO2 interface, while in 

the second configuration the H atom bonds with an O atom inside the amorphous oxide 

(see the insets of Fig. 6). For the first configuration, we start the excitation simulation 

directly from the structure S1 that shown in Fig. 5(b), with three extra electrons injected 

to the Si-H sates that correspond to the main PDOS peaks shown in Fig. 5(c). For the 

second configuration, we first put the structure at 350 K to perform an ab-initio 

molecular dynamics to prove it stability, and then introduce three electrons at 291 fs to 

see their effect. For both cases, as shown in Fig. 6, the injected electrons will enhance 
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the attraction force between the two H atoms greatly, and finally cause the breaking of 

Si-H bond and O-H bond, and the formation of a H2 molecule. A Si dangling bond 

defect is then generated after this reaction. The video of these processes are provided 

in the Supplemental Video [39].  

D. The breaking of interface Si-O bond. 

The additional H atom not only affects the strength of the Si-H bond, but also 

weakens the Si-O bond that bridges bulk Si and SiO2. As is seen in Fig. 7(a) and (b), 

the attachment of a hydrogen atom on the interface oxygen atom will induce a Si-O 

anti-bonding state, whose energy level is very close to the silicon CBM. This state is 

already half-occupied originally, thus we only inject one more electron to the state to 

see the effect on Si-O bond vibration. As shown in Fig. 7(c), a large repulsive force is 

produced on both the O and Si atom by the injected electron, and the Si-O bond breaks 

soon with the silicon atom sinking into the bulk lattice. A dangling bond defect is thus 

created as is shown in Fig. 7(d). With the attached H atom, such a Si-O bond breaking 

process does not require high-energy carriers or multiple carrier interactions, and thus 

is much easier to happen than the breaking of a Si-H bond. However, it has not been 

revealed as an important origin of Si/SiO2 interface degradation before due to the tacit 

focus on interface Si-H bond breaking, even though hydrogens have been reported to 

be able to break strained Si-O bonds in amorphous SiO2 [47-48]. These results suggest 

that it is important to take both Si-H and Si-O bond breaking into consideration when 

analyzing interface trap generation and predicting interface states density.  

 

FIG. 7. The Si-O bond breaking caused by H atom and low-energy electron. (a) and (b) The H atom 

induced Si-O anti-bonding state. (c) The electron induced repulsive force and bond breaking. (d) 

The resulted interface defect. 
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E. Discussions 

1. The structural stability of the “Si-H···H-O” configurations 

We have considered two kinds of “Si-H···H-O” configurations, i.e. the ‘a5’ 

structure shown in Fig. 5(a) and the configuration#2 that shown in Fig. 6(b). The full 

model of the configuration#2 is shown in Fig. 8(g). Both the two kinds of configurations 

are fully relaxed. For the ‘a5’ structure, we manually rotate the attached H atom to the 

other side of the O atom, as is seen in Fig. 8(a), and then relax it to see whether ‘a5’ is 

in the global energy minimum. Fig. 8(b)-(e) show the relaxation process, and it can be 

seen that the attached H atom rotates back after 235 steps, and the system becomes 

exactly the ‘a5’ structure. This proves that the ‘a5’ configuration is indeed stable. See 

Fig. S4 in the Supplemental Material [39] for further confirmation of the stability. 

Nevertheless, we find that the Si-O bond near the SiO2 part is 1.71Å while the one near 

the bulk Si is 1.93Å, indicating that the lower bond is not strong. For the 

configuration#2, as is seen in Fig. 8(g), the two Si-O bonds are both ~1.8Å, indicating 

that the asymmetric strain is small and the configuration is more stable.  

 

FIG. 8. (a)-(e) The structural relaxation of the ‘a5’ structure after rotating the attached H atom to 

the other side of the O atom. (f) and (g) The Si-O bond detail in the two kinds of “Si-H···H-O” 

configurations.  

We notice that the ‘a5’ configuration is quite similar to the [SiO4/H]0 center that 

found in bulk SiO2 and reported in Ref. [48]. The center also contains a H atom that 

attached to an O atom, and results in two Si-O bonds with asymmetric strength. The 

(a) initial (b) 5 steps (c) 50 steps (d) 150 steps (e) 235 steps

1.71Å

1.93Å

1.79Å

1.80Å

(f) ‘a5’ structure (g) configuration#2
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difference is that the central Si atom in the [SiO4/H]0 center bonds with four O atoms 

as it is inside the SiO2, while the central Si atom in the ‘a5’ structure bonds with one O 

atom and three Si atoms as it is in the Si/SiO2 interface. The O-Si-O angle in the 

[SiO4/H]0 center is reported to be an as large as ~165◦, while the O-Si-Si and Si-Si-Si 

angles in the ‘a5’ structure are all less than 119◦. Moreover, there is an interface Si-H 

bond near the O-H bond in the ‘a5’ structure.  

We now argue that, the formation of “Si-H···H-O” configurations could be natural 

during the hydrogen passivation annealing process. When the hydrogen is used to 

passivate the Si dangling bond, the H2 molecule is introduced. Due to the high porosity 

of SiO2, the H2 molecule can diffuse into the system. When it encounters a Si dangling 

bond, the H2 molecule will dissociate, with one H bonds to Si and the left over H moves 

towards and bonds to a nearby O in the Si-O-Si bond, hence forming the “Si-H···H-O” 

structure. This whole process is shown in Fig. 9. We note that one electron is transferred 

to the Si CBM when the “Si-H···H-O” configuration forms under neutral condition, 

which means that the “Si-H···H-O” center is a +1 center. The Hirshfeld charge analysis 

shows that additional H atom is slightly (0.14) positively charged. 

 

FIG. 9. The extrapolated forming process of “Si-H···H-O” complex during hydrogen annealing 

2. The retention time of electrons at Si-H anti-bonding states 

The time length that an electron can stay at the Si-H anti-bonding states so as to 

interact with the Si-H bond is an important factor that affects the energy accumulation 

at the bonds. Therefore, we checked the retention time of the electrons that injected to 

Before passivation After passivation Final configuration

‘a5’ structure

configuration#2
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the Si-H states of the Si/SiO2 interface structure at 35fs and 58fs (corresponds to Fig. 

4). As is seen in Fig. 10(a) and (b), the electrons can stay at their original states for as 

long as 9.3fs and 19.8fs depending on the injection time. Such a retention time is not 

comparable to the Si-H phonon lifetime (1ns~1.5ns), but it shows that the injected 

electrons will not escape from the Si-H anti-bonding state instantly. We also simulate 

the case that only one electron is injected to the Si-H anti-bonding state, and the case 

that the “Si-H···H-O” complex exists (‘a5’ structure). For the system with a normal 

isolated Si-H bond, as is seen in Fig. 10(c), the electron decay from the initial Si-H anti-

bonding state within 7fs ~ 10fs, while for the system with “Si-H···H-O” complex the 

time is 9.5fs ~ 25.6fs, which is a bit longer.  

 

FIG. 10. (a) and (b) The retention time of the electrons injected to Si-H anti-bonding states at 

different time point (corresponds to Fig. 4). (c) and (d) the retention time of the single electron 

injected to different configurations. 

 

Overall, the electron retention times are short due to the delocalization feature of 

the Si-H states. It is difficult to retain the electron unless it forms some polaron like 

structure. However, since the Si-H anti-bonding state is in middle of the conduction 

bands and hybridizing with other bands, it is impossible to form any polaron like 

localized state. However, it is worth to notice that the multiple vibrational excitation 

mechanism does not demand the interaction of several electrons with the Si-H bond 

simultaneously, but requires that many electrons interact with the bond successively 
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(like one by one) within the lifetime of the excited Si-H bond vibration. The transferred 

energy from a single electron can reserve at the Si-H bond for a period of 1ns~1.5ns 

even if the electron decay away rapidly. In our simulation, we simplify the successive 

injection-decay process by injecting three electrons (the ratio to the original total 

electrons is 3/6980.43%) directly, but that should not be a necessary condition for the 

bond breaking in real devices.  

3. About the MVE mechanism 

The TDDFT simulation results in this work basically support the multiple 

vibrational excitation (MVE) mechanism. The first reason is that electron injection can 

indeed give an amount of energy to the Si-H bond. The second reason is that one single 

electron cannot break the Si-H bond even in the “Si-H···H-O” configurations. However, 

we argue that the MVE mechanism is difficult to succeed for a normal standalone Si-H 

bond. First, the main anti-bonding state of a normal Si-H bond is high in energy (~2.7 

eV above CBM in this work, and ~3.67 eV above CBM in Ref [31]), which means that 

the tunneling probability of channel electrons to the Si-H states is very low (since the 

channel electron near the drain side of the device is only about 1 eV above the CBM). 

Second, even if the electron transfers to the Si-H state (delocalized), the energy it can 

give to the Si-H bond is only about 0.018 eV, which is too small compared to the bond 

dissociation barrier of ~3eV. In contrast, as is shown in Fig. 5, the existence of 

additional H atom not only can lower the energy level of the Si-H states, hence facilitate 

the resonant injection, but it also reduces the Si-H bond dissociation barrier, and thus 

make the MVE mechanism more likely to work.  

4. The effect of Silicon orientation 

We mainly presented the study on a Si(111)/SiO2 interface because the Si dangling 

bond at the Si(111)/SiO2 interface is the widely known Pb center, and the passivation of 

it by a H atom forms a Si-H bond that well resembles the top Si-H bond of a Si4H10 

small cluster, thus we can compare their electronic states and Si-H bond vibration 

directly. In contrast, the Si atoms at the Si(100)/SiO2 interface usually bond with two O 

atoms and another two Si atoms. Therefore, if one O atom is missing and the Si dangling 

bond is passivated with a H atom, it will form a passivated Pb1 center, in which the 

center Si atom bonds with one H atom, one O atom and two other Si atoms. Such a 

local configuration can’t be compared with a Si4H10 cluster directly. Nevertheless, we 
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also studied the Si(100)/SiO2 interface to see whether the effect of orientation is 

significant. It can be seen from Fig. 11(a) that the Si-H states, especially the anti-

bonding states, are very delocalized, which is in consistent with the results of the 

Si(111)/SiO2 interface. Since the anti-bonding state (425th) is so delocalized, there is 

no doubt that the electron injection alone will not work. Therefore, we simulate the case 

that one electron is excited from the bonding state (350th) to the 425th state (although 

this is not likely to happen in MOSFETs). Even so, the bond vibration is enhanced very 

slightly, indicating that a normal isolated Si-H bond is really difficult to be broken by 

carriers alone.  

 

FIG. 11. The simulation on a Si(100) interface structure. (a) The delocalized Si-H states. (b)The 

small effect of single electron excitation on the bond vibration. 

5. The Si-H bond breaking mechanisms in different systems 

As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 11, a single electron excitation is effective in breaking 

the Si-H bond of a small cluster, but not able to damage the Si-H bond at a Si/SiO2 

interface. The key reason is that the Si-H states in the Si/SiO2 interface system is too 

delocalized. Such limited effect of electron excitation on Si-H bond vibration has also 

been theoretically observed in Si(111) slab systems [12] and bulk SiO2 systems [13]. 

However, there are plenty of experiments showing that the Si-H bonds at the Si(111) 

surface can be dissociated by the electrons/holes injected from a STM tip [15-17], 

which seems contradictive to the theoretical studies. Our opinion is that the approaching 

of the STM tip to the H atoms at the Si(111) surface could induce some localized Si-H 

states, as also proposed in Ref. [12], and the current injection in a STM tip might be 

much stronger than the theoretical simulation case, and there could also be interactions 

350th

353th

425th

(a) (b)
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between the lots of H atoms at the Si(111) surface. For the Si-H bond breaking in 

semiconductor-oxide interfaces of MOSFETs, there are several experimental works 

indicate that the mechanism is beyond the only interaction of electrons and Si-H bonds. 

First, the carrier degradation in MOSFETs is still severe even if the source-drain 

operation voltage is reduced to ~1eV [22], but the energy difference between Si CBM 

to the main Si-H states is found to be ~2.7 eV as seen in Fig. 2, and is reported to be 

~3.67 eV in average by M. Jech et al. [31]. Although the electron-electron scattering 

might result in some carriers with such high energy, but the probability is small, by a 

corresponding Boltzmann distribution factor. Second, it has been demonstrated that the 

blocking of hydrogen and water from entering the MOSFETs is effective in relieving 

hot carrier degradation [49], indicating the possible role of H atom and hydroxyl (-OH) 

in defect creation.  

 

IV. CONCUSIONS 

In summary, the dynamical process of defect creation induced by low energy 

carriers have been investigated using ab initio TDDFT simulations on realistic Si/SiO2 

interfaces. We have two main conclusions through our study: first, we show that it is 

almost impossible to break the Si-H bond in a single electron event, thus multiple 

electron events (MVE mechanism) are necessary. This is in agreement with the 

common belief in the community, but our study demonstrated it from a unique angle of 

real time simulations. Second, we found that the most possible configuration for Si-H 

bond breaking is a “Si-H···H-O” complex, which is likely to be formed during 

hydrogen passivation annealing process. While a stand-alone Si-H bond is very stable 

due to its higher energy level and delocalized nature of the Si-H AB state, the bond in 

the “Si-H···H-O” complex is much more vulnerable. This is mostly because its eigen 

state is more localized than that of the stand-alone Si-H bond, and its state energy is 

lower than the Si-H bond, which make it easier for electron injection from the channel. 

Lastly, its energy barrier for dissociation is much lower than normal Si-H due to the 

possibility to form H2 molecule after the reaction. Thus, overall, we propose the “Si-

H···H-O” like structure could be the culprit for defect creation and device degradation. 

Our theoretical hypothesis awaits for experimental verification. If this hypothesis is 

proved to be correct, one can think about new ways to improve the device, e.g., by 
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removing “Si-H···H-O” centers while keeping the Si-H center. How one can do that 

should be subjects for future study. Perhaps this can be done with some special thermal 

treatment, or chemical treatment (e.g., chemical species strong enough to react with the 

H in H-O, but not with the H in Si-H). While our main goal for the current study is to 

focus on the mechanism of the degradation, rather than come up with the actual 

techniques to mitigate the problem, a clear understanding could be the first step towards 

device improvements.  
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